MONTHLY
PROGRAM
PLANS

JANUARY

BOOKS
The Book Hog by Greg Pizzoli
Image of makerspace inside
library
Storytime
Book titles are invisible until
the hog learns to read

I Am a Story by Dan Yaccarino
New vocabulary to introduce
First illustration with
caveman is similar to last
illustration with modern day
Repeating line "I am a story"

Flora and the Peacocks by Molly
Idle
Wordless book
Emotions and social
interactions

IDAHOPTV STORYTIME IN A BOX 2022

EARLY LITERACY
FOCUS: READ
Reading Literacy Asides
Our preschoolers are learning to read now so that they can read to
learn later.
Picture books are more than just fun pictures. Picture books have
more unique words than chapter books and can enhance your child's
language and vocabulary base.
Children who have at least one book a day read to them from birth to
age five hear almost 300,000 more words than kids who aren't read
to. It's never too late to start reading with your child to help prepare
them for kindergarten.
Read with your child every day. You can start small: five minutes a
day before bedtime, while they are in the bath, after dinner, etc.
Reading together can help your child develop creative and critical
thinking skills. By reading about diverse perspectives, children begin
to understand and explore the world around them.

At-Home Reading Activities
Write your child's name on a piece of paper and help your child
sound out the letters in their name. Help your child find other
written words with the same letters.
Open your pantry or cupboard and read the labels on your food. Talk
about where the food comes from.
Plan dinner together one night. Check out a cookbook from the
library and read the recipes together.
Spot and read signs. Next time you go to the store or library, have
your child spot at least 5 signs and read them together.
Build a reading fort or nook as a special place to read.
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INVISIBE
Invisible Letters Activity
Materials Needed
Watercolor paper (substitute white cardstock) cut into 4x6 sheets
Water color paint and brush
Plastic cup/container with water
White crayons
Paper towels
Instructions
Before the program: Use the white crayons to write letters on the
paper. Make sure to press hard and retrace the letter a few times.
Before the program: If paint is really dried out (often happens with
new containers) drop some water on paint and let sit. This will help
soften the paint for later use.
During program: Introduce water color as a new medium. Instruct
kids to wet their brushes before dipping in paint. Once they are done
with a color they can clean and dry their brush before moving onto
the next color.
Have kids paint the paper however they want. Once they color over
the crayons, the invisible letter will appear. Depending on how much
crayon was used, the letters will be faint.
If there are extra papers, have kids/parents write their name and
paint again.
Why?
This activity promotes print awareness and letter knowledge. Holding a
paintbrush and dipping it into water encourages the use and
development of fine motor skills, which are needed later when kids
learn to hold writing utensils and scissors.
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FEBRUARY

BOOKS
I Promise by Lebron James
Inclusive characters
Creating
Growth mindset

La Princesa and the Pea by
Susan Middleton Elya
Spanish language
Fractured Fairytale
Vocabulary
comprehension skills with
illustrations

The Rabbit Listened by Cori
Doerrfeld
Talking and listening skills
Being a good friend
Social emotional learning
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EARLY LITERACY
FOCUS: TALK
Talking Literacy Asides
When reading with your children, remember to stop and talk about
the themes, images, and language in the books. Talking with your
child often helps build their vocabulary and an understanding of
their world.
Use adverbs and adjectives when talking with your child. Using
descriptive language helps build your child's vocabulary.
Research has shown children who enter school with a larger
vocabulary are ready to learn to read sooner and more effectively.
Talking with your child everyday helps build their vocabulary bank.
The more your children know, the easier it will be for them to
understand and comprehend what they read in school. Help your
child learn by talking and learning together about things they are
interested in.
Talk about rhymes. When we rhyme words, we are breaking down
words into smaller parts, which helps our child decode words when
learning to read.

At-Home Talking Activities
Play "I Spy" with adjectives instead of objects. The prompt "I Spy
something hard and coarse" can be associated with different objects
and can help build vocabularies.
Talk about the foods you buy and eat when grocery shopping
together.
Talk about the TV shows your child is watching. PBS KIDS shows are
rich in child development skills and practices.
Play description games. Point out an object and add adjectives or
adverbs to every sentence. "I see that dog. The white dog. The white,
fluffy dog. The white, fluffy, happy dog."
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FEBRUARY
ACTIVITY
Collaborative Puzzle Art
Materials Needed
Large, blank puzzle pieces
Sturdy (foam or corrugated) board (more than poster board)
Art materials: Markers, Gems, Glitter, Feathers, etc.
Instructions
Have participants select puzzle pieces and decorate them
individually but together. Kids can decorate each piece however they
want.
Once puzzle pieces are dry, connect them together and attach them
to the board to hang in the library.
Each time kids come back to the library, the art will bring up
positive emotions and conversations between kids and their
parents/families.
Why?
Collaborative art is a great way to encourage children and families to
create in a safe and judgement-free environment. Each puzzle piece will
fit together with the other pieces but will be unique to each person. By
displaying the art in the library after the program, you can encourage
families to return to see their art and engage in further conversation.
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MARCH

BOOKS
There Was an Old Dragon Who
Swallowed a Knight by Penny
Parker Klostermann
Repeating phrases
New vocabulary to
introduce

The Wheels on the Tuk Tuk by
Kabir Sehgal
India cultures, could
include real life pictures
Repeating phrases

Moon River by Johnny Mercer
and Henry Mancini (illustrated
by Tim Hopgood)
Song version: Carla Bruni
Listen to song version while
looking at illustrations
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EARLY LITERACY
FOCUS: SING
Singing Literacy Asides
Singing is an important part of language development and getting
ready to learn to read. When we sing we often slow down our
language, allowing children to hear the different sounds inside words
which helps build their phonological awareness.
When we sing with our child, we help enunciate different sounds and
syllables in the language. Often each syllable has its own beat.
Clapping the words and syllables when we sing helps our child
understand how words can be broken down into sounds.
Singing the alphabet song helps children learn the names of different
letters. By singing the alphabet song to different tunes, your child will
be able to hear different sounds and letters independently. Try
singing the alphabet to "Row, Row, Row Your Boat."
When we sing, our brains build new neural pathways, increasing our
ability to retain information. Singing with your child can also help
ease tension or anxiety.

At-Home Singing Activities
Make up songs to coincide with your daily routines or to make
transitions easier. Morning routines are a great time to make up a
song together about what your child is doing.
Use the tune of "BINGO" to spell out different things in your child's
world. "This is a treat I like to eat and apple is its name-o. A-P-P-L-E!"
Change the words to common songs and rhymes your child already
knows. "Row, row, row your boat gently down the stream" could
change to "Row, row, row your boat swiftly down the stream." Act out
the new language.
Try singing songs to different tempos. Sing songs quickly or slowly to
hear different sounds.
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MARCH
ACTIVITY
Rhythm Bell Sticks
Materials Needed
Wooden dowels
Thin ribbon
Pipe cleaners
Jingle bells
Hot glue gun
Instructions
Have kids decorate and their sticks with pipe cleaners, jingle bells,
and ribbon. Securely adhere items to the dowels with hot glue as
needed.
Markers could also be used to decorate the dowels.
Introduce rhythm sticks to kids by playing music with distinct beats.
Rhythm sticks could also be used to tap out syllables when speaking.
Why?
Rhythm sticks can help children enunciate and hear the different
sounds and beats when singing or talking. Creating a fun and engaging
rhythm stick can serve as a reminder and invitation to parents and
children to sing and play daily.
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APRIL

BOOKS
Daniel Finds a Poem by Micha
Archer
Collage style artwork
Introduction to poetry
Ezra Jack Keats Award
winner

A Perfectly Messed-Up Story by
Patrick McDonnell
Making mistakes is okay
Interactive narration

Backseat A-B-See by Maria van
Lieshout
Real life traffic signs
Play on ABC driving game
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EARLY LITERACY
FOCUS: WRITE
Writing Literacy Asides
Participating in writing literacy activities—such as drawing and
scribbling—can help prepare your child for reading and writing, and
for starting school.
Finger plays can help children develop and strengthen their fine
motor skills. Fine motor skills are essential for learning to hold
writing utensils and scissors and for kids to be ready to start school.
Children learn best when multiple senses are used. When teaching
children to write letters, try activities that employ multiple senses.
Trace letters in mud, sand, or flour. You can add scents to the items
to trigger the olfactory sense.
Learning direction words such as above, below, inside, to the side,
etc. can help your child learn to write letters. For example, for the
letter "i" draw a line straight down and then a small circle above the
line.

At-Home Writing Activities
Learning how to write letters starts with knowing shapes. Take a walk
around your neighborhood and point out the shapes you see. Can you
find a circle or rectangle?
Have your child draw a story and describe it to you. As the child tells
you the story, write it down for them.
Play "Simon Says" and utilize directional instructions. "Simon says
wiggle your foot in front of you." Or play hokey pokey.
Use painters tape or string and create large letters on the floor. Have
your child trace the letters with their whole body or their toys.
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APRIL
ACTIVITY
Sensory Letter Tracing
Materials Needed
Shaving cream
Notecards and marker
Optional: Art trays to secure mess
Optional: Other sensory materials such as flour, baking soda, dish soap
Instructions
Before the program: Write simple words or names on the cards with
marker in large, clear letters.
Have adults spray a good amount of shaking cream on the art tray or
table. Let kids get messy by tracing the letters of the words into the
shaving cream.
If kids are having a difficult time touching the shaving cream, or
other sensory material, try putting the material inside a plastic zip
lock bag to secure the material while still allowing kids to trace
letters on the outside of the bag.
You can use other materials to introduce the idea of sensory letter
tracing such as flour, liquid dish soap, baking soda, etc. I would not
recommend using sugar, as the smell/taste may invite kids to put the
items in their mouth.
Why?
This activity will encourage children to use multiple senses while
tracing letters and shapes into the shaving cream. By utilizing multiple
senses during the activity, kids are better able to retain the information
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MAY

BOOKS
Not a Box by Antoinette Portis
Cardboard box play
Imagination play
Repeating phrases

Crunch the Shy Dinosaur by
Cirocco Dunlap
Interactive book
Emotions
Birthdays

You Are a Lion and Other Fun
Yoga Poses by Taeeun Yoo
Introducing yoga
Healthy living
Movement and play
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EARLY LITERACY
FOCUS: PLAY
Playing Literacy Asides
Play is a very important part of your child's learning. During play,
children use symbolic thinking skills to pretend one thing is another,
like a TV remote is a phone. Symbolic thinking is crucial to learning
to read and understanding the written word symbolizes objects.
Dramatic play, where kids play out a scenario, can help children learn
and understand the world around them. Children often express their
feelings and thoughts through play when they don't have the correct
language to explain what happened.
Dramatic play can also help children develop their language and
vocabulary as well as understand their emotions. This can be crucial
in helping your child be successful in school.
Unstructured play helps develop and strengthen a child's prefrontal
cortex, the part of the brain that manages learning and problemsolving.

At-Home Playing Activities
Recycle old, worn-out socks and turn them into puppets. Have fun
creating stories with your sock puppets.
Make homemade playdough and have fun creating things with the
dough. Talk about how the dough feels or smells and what you are
creating.
Before you toss or recycle items, clean and save a few things. Create a
maker-space box with these items and spend an afternoon together
inventing!
Watch an episode of your child's favorite PBS KIDS show. Afterward,
recreate the scenarios by playing together and talking about the
episode. You can even download masks for characters at
pbskids.org/parents.
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MAY
ACTIVITY
Story Cubes
Materials Needed
1-inch wood cubes
Optional: paper origami cubes
Small stickers
Markers
Instructions
Have kids put stickers on each side of the cubes to represent story
starters such as characters, scenes, actions, etc.
Kids can color sides of cubes with markers to draw story starters
instead of using stickers.
Use paper cubes instead of wooden cubes if needed.
Once cubes are complete, roll the cubes and tell a story with the
items appearing on top. Encourage families to act out their stories.
Why?
Oral storytelling, both creating and listening to stories, can promote
cognitive and literacy development. Using story cubes to aid in
storytelling can help children learn sequencing, expression,
collaboration and social interaction skills, and visual imagination skills.
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